
Prepositions of positions

A. Read the sentences and write the correct letters in the boxes

below. 

A.The fruits are next to the vegetables.

B.The fruits are behind the vegetables.

C.The fruits are in front of the vegetables.

D.The fruits are opposite the vegetables. 

Preposition

in front of

behind

next to

opposite

Example

The car is in front of the bicycle. The

bicycle is behind the car.

The motorcycle is next to the car.

The hotel is opposite the shop.

 1.

 3.  4.

 2.

hot
el

sh
op
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B. Circle the prepositions of positions. Draw a picture to go with each

sentence.

 1. The man is standing next to a boy.

2. The kitten is in front of the tree.

3.Ronald is hiding behind the television set.

4. The grocery store is opposite the pet store.
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D. Look at the picture and ll in the blanks.

1.The tree is __________________________ the church.

2.The church is __________________________ the tree.

3.The shed is ___________________ the slide and the house.

4.I think the backyard is _____________________ the house.

5.The plants are __________________________ the window.

6.The garage is __________________________ the car.

7.The car is __________________________ the shed.

8.The slide is __________________________ the swings.

9.The children are playing _______________________ the car.

10.The dog is __________________________ the children.
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C. Let's learn some words. FIll in the blanks below using 3 of the
words given.

garage             swing              church               shed                slide 

E. Add 7 elements into
the picture by drawing
them in the picture.

1. A bunny is hopping in
front of the children.

2. A rock is on the road.

3. The swing is in front of
the seesaw. 

4. The swing is behind
the sandpit.

5. There is the sun in the
sky.

6.  A bird is sitting on the
roof of the house.

7. There are 4 apples in
the tree behind the
church.
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(C) In the playground:

11.Tom is sitting ___________________ Nancy.

12.Nancy is sitting __________________ Andy.

13.Susan is sitting ___________________ Tom. 

14.Andy is standing __________________ her.

15.They are ___________________________ Tom

and Nancy.

(B) In the ofce:

6.Sam is sitting _______________ the window.

7.Oscar is standing ___________________ George.

8.George is sitting ____________________ Wendy.

9.Wendy is sitting ___________________ Sam.

10. She is sitting _________________ the window too. 

F. Look at the picture and ll in the blanks.

(A) At School:

1.Sam is standing __________________ Tom.

2.Tom is standing ___________________ Andy.

3.Mr. Lee is standing ___________________ Tom.

4.Miss Tan is standing _________________ Andy.

5.Mr. Lee is standing ___________________ Miss Tan.
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Wendy
Sam

George

Andy Susan Tom Nancy
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

G. Let's take a look at  the following preositions. Read them out and explain how to

use the words in sentences.

at beside

The cats are (on, near, in) the box.

1.He is sitting (in, on, beside) a bench.

The bird ew (at, on, above) our heads.

The dog ran (above, under, after) the car.

The student hides (in, on, under) the table.

The owers are (beside, after, on) the vase.

between in in front of

H. Look at the pictures below and 
underline the correct prepositions.

near     under

Teaching Points
The man is standing beside the car.

The ball is above the car.  

The key is under the car.
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above after

**Beside = next to

I.  Draw lines to match the above sentences 
to the pictures that best describe them.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. The car is __________________ the trees.

J. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions.

The girl is standing __________________ the bride.

The cat is sitting __________________ the cushion.

The girl is walking __________________ the bridge.

The boy puts the toys __________________ the box.

The children are singing __________________ their school ag.

I. Look at the pictures below and ll in the blanks with prepositions.

           in           on          in front of            under           beside              between

Simon is playing blind Man’s Buff with his friends. They are 1)___________ the park.

Kenny is hiding 2)____________________ a tree. Karen is

3)______________________ him. Eric is in the branches 4)______________________

him. The dog is 5)_____________________ a table. There is an umbrella

6)_____________________ the table. Albert is standing 7)______________________

two rose bushes. He is wearing a cap 8)___________________ his head.

Simon

Albert

Karen

Eric

Kenny
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